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Time series analysis,which is basic to modem geophysicaldata processing,involves a choice
betweenworkingwith a time dependence
of e+i'øtor e-i'øt. In publishedwork the choicemadeis
sometimesnot explicitly stated, leaving ambiguityin the interpretationof complexquantitieswith
quadrature parts. Parkinson arrows are used in geomagnetic induction studies to summarize

anomalousverticalmagneticfluctuationsat differentobservingstationsandto indicateregionsof high
electricalconductivity.Such arrowsare now regularlycomputedas real and quadraturepairs. The
generalconventionis often adoptedof 'reversing'a calculatedreal arrow so that it will point toward a
conductivityincrease,but for quadraturearrowsthe practicebetweenvariouspublishedpapershas
generallynot beensoconsistent.The presentpaperdemonstrates
that consistentpracticefor reversing
or not reversing quadrature Parkinson arrows is possible when the initial convention for time
dependenceis taken into account.A reversalpracticeis determinedfor interpretationin terms of a

simplechannelingmodel.A relatedmatteris the definitionof phase.Phasevaluesare alsogenerally
ambiguousunlessthe time dependenceused(e-i•øtor e+i•øt)is stated.

INTRODUCTION
The spectralanalysisof a time seriesof geophysicaldata
involves the following steps: (1) the specificationthat time

Xr = •r

(3)

Xq = --%

(4)

dependence
shallbe according
to eithere-iø•tor e+iø•t,where so that the signof a quadrature coefficientchangesif the time
specifiedchangesbetweene-iø•tande+iø•t.This
t denotes time, to denotes angular frequency, and i denotes dependence

-11/2,(2) thedetermination
of a time-independent
function dependencein the sign of a quadrature coefficientupon the
which is complex with real (or in phase)and quadrature(or time dependence initially specified may have far-reaching
out of phase)parts, and (3) the understandingthat the actual effects in the interpretation of quadrature coefficientsthemtime seriesis given by the real part of its complex spectral selves and of any other parameters derived from them.
representation.

THE BASIC EQUATION

Thus the componentfo•(t) at frequency toof a function f(t)
may be written as

A Parkinson arrow as used in geomagnetic induction
studies is based on an empirical fit of observed magnetic
fluctuation data to an equation such as

fo,(t)= xe-iø•t
whereX = Xr q- iXq,so that

Z=AX+

fo•(t)= (Xr q- ixq)(costot- i sin tot)
-- (XrCOStot+ Xqsin tot)+ i(xq cos tot- Xr sin tot)
= Xr cos tot + Xqsin tot

(1)

taking only the real part of the right-hand side.
Alternatively, fo•(t) may be written as

f•(t) = •te+iø•t
where • = ½r+ i½q,SOthat

fo•(t)= (½r+ i%)(costot+ i sin tot)
= (½rcos tot- ½qsin tot)+ i(½qcos tot+ ½rsin tot)
= ½rcos tot- ½qsin tot

BY

(5)

where X, Y, and Z are the components of the magnetic
fluctuation field in the usual observatory coordinatesand A
and B are constants, depending ideally only upon the local
electrical conductivity structure of the earth. All the quantities in (5) are frequency-dependentand complex, in that they
may have real and quadrature components.
The general question of induction arrow representation
has been recently reviewed by Gregori and Lanzerotti [ 1980]
(seealsoo9nes[1981]). These authorsdiscussalso(5) above,
pointing out its early statement by Rikitake and Yokoyama
[1953], Schmucker [1964], and Everett and Hyndman [1967].
Denoting the real and quadraturecomponentsof X by Xr and

Xq, so that

(2)

X=Xr+

upon taking only the real part of the right-handside. Because

and similarly for Y, Z, A, and B, then (5) may be expanded
into its real and quadrature parts as

(1) and (2) hold over all t,
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Zr = ArXr - AqXq+ BrYr- BqYq

(6)

Zq = ArXq+ AqXr+ BrYq+ BqYr

(7)
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tion model for quadrature arrow considerations, therefore,
use will be made of a basic theoretical result (derived, for
example, by Cagniard [1953, equations 1 and 5]) concerning
electromagnetic induction at the surface of a uniform half
space. The result is that the phase of the surface magnetic
field is retarded by an angle of rr/4 with respect to that of the
telluric field, where the electric field E is taken positive in

X (NORTH)

I •Y(EAST)
NONCONDUCTING

NONCONDUCTING

SITE
I / S •• SITE
II
CAL

CONDUCTOR •

CHANNELING

OF

REGIONALLY
INDUCED
CURRENTS

the horizontalx direction,the magneticfield Y positivein the
horizontal y direction, and x, y, and z form a right-handed
system with z positive vertically downward. This phase
relationship, to form the basis of a simple model to be
discussedin the next section, is shown in Figure 2 below.
Cases more complicated than the case of a uniform half
spaceare often solved individually; for example, $chmucker
[1970, p. 23] quotes the result that superficialeddy currents
have a marked phase lead relative to the horizontal magnetic

fields inducing them and gives an example [$chmucker,
REGIONAL
FIELDS:

E
•

y

1970, p. 78, Figure 35c] where the anomalous vertical field
fluctuationshave a phaselead of 70ørelative to the inducing
regional horizontal variations.

Fig. 1. Planview of simplechanneling
model.

Traditionally, in-phaseresponsearrows are formed with a
componentAr north and Br east and are then reversedto
conform with Parkinson's [1962] convention. The question

is: Should quadratureresponsearrows, formed with Aq

northandBqeast,be reversedor not?
It can be seenby inspectionof (6) and (7) that changingthe

ARROWS FOR A SIMPLE CHANNELING

MODEL

Imagine now a situation where near-surface electric currents are channeled and concentrated as shown in Figure 1.
On a regional basis the currents obey the result that the
telluric voltages lead by rr/4 the magnetic field variations
which induce them. In Figure 1 an electric current flowing
north associatedwith and in phase with positive E causesin
area I an upward Z field, which is negative by definition. In

signsof allXq, Yq,andZqdatavalueswillchange
thesignsof area II the same electric current causes a downward or
theAqandBqcoefficients
whichthesedatavaluesgenerate. positive Z field. The relative phases of the signals are as
Thusthe signsof theAq andBqcoefficients
determined
by shown in Figure 2, where the E signal with a phase lead of
any ensembleof X, Y, and Z data observations,and the
directionof a quadratureParkinsonarrow thusformedwith

- 'r/'

a component
AqnorthandBqeast,will depend,asshownin
the introduction, on the specificationof time dependence
initially made in the necessarytime seriesanalysis.
Therefore whether a quadrature Parkinsonarrow should
or should not be plotted reversed in direction will depend
uponthe conventiontaken for time dependence
in the time

- Tr/2

0

'r/'/:>

'r/'

3'r/'/:>

•

5W'/Z

Y

series analysis process.
A NOTE ON THE PHYSICS INVOLVED

Er

It is now appropriateto considerthe physicsinvolvedin
electromagnetic induction in the earth. There are many

diagramsin the literature(mostbasedon simplemodelsof
very highelectricalconductivity)which demonstratethat an
in-phasearrow formed with a componentAr north and Br

Eq
I

east must be reversed in direction to point toward a good
electrical conductor or the high electrical conductivity side

of a conductivity contrast (see, for example, Gregori and
Lanzerotti [1980, Figure 1]). Such models are qualitatively
simpleto visualize,becausethe vertical fluctuationcomponent Z involved is entirely in phase with the horizontal
fluctuationcomponent(X, Y) with whichit is associated,and
so both componentsmay be pictured as part of the same
continuous magnetic flux line.

I

II

II

The quadraturecaseis more difficultto visualizebecause
(t)
of the quarter-cycle(i.e., rr/2) phasedifferencebetweenan
anomalousvertical-componentfluctuationand its associated
Fig. 2. Relative phases of the waveforms for the channeling
quadraturehorizontal-component
fluctuation,which means modelof Figure1. Amplitudescalesarearbitrary.Z• andZII denote
that both componentscannot be representedby the same the vertical fluctuation signalsfor areas I and II, respectively, and
continuousmagneticflux line. In consideringa simpleinduc- the subscriptsr and q denote real and quadrature components.
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•r/4 is decomposedinto a real (or in phase)componentEr and

Table 1 thus shows that an in-phase arrow, formed with

a quadraturecomponentEq.

cod•ponents
Ar north and Br east, shouldbe reversedto

Inspectionof Figure 2 indicatesthe signswhich would be
determinedfor the real and quadratureparts of the coefficientsA and B of (5) for observingsitesin areasI and II of
Figure 1. For simplicity, assumethe model is suchthat A = 0
at both sites, so that (6) and (7) simplifyto

point toward the line of channeling of the model of Figure 1,
independent of which time dependence is used. A quadra-

Zr = BrYr

(8)

Zq = BeYr

(9)

turearrow,however,with components
AqnorthandBqeast,
will point toward the line of channelingunreversed for a time

dependence
of e-i'øtbut mustbe reversedto pointtoward
the line of channeling
for a time dependence
of e+i•øt.

Induction models more complicated than the case in
Figure 1 may need to be solved individually for rules
concerning them to be determined regarding the reversal of
as the phasezero is definedto make Ye zero. The two quadrature arrows. However, the case in point demonstrates
possibletime dependences,
e-i•øtande+i•øt,mustbe consid- that care with time dependence is always necessary.
ered separately.
First consider a site in area I.

THE ASSOCIATED

Case1: TimeDependencee-i•øt
Using the notationgiven in the introduction,for area I the

signalZrI will givea negative
valuefor Xr(asZrI is of the

DEFINITION

OF PHASE

Given spectral representations of data as specified in the
introduction, it is customary to define a phase angle as being
the arc tangent of the quotient of a quadrature coefficient
divided by a real coefficient.

form -cos wt ratherthan + coswt). ThustheBr value(which
From equation(1), for time dependence
e-i'øt, a phase
by equation(8) links Zr and Yr) will for area I be negative, angle 0 may thus be defined as
and an arrow formed with componentBr to the east will
point westward. Thus such an arrow should be reversed to
0 = arctan(Xq/Xr)
(10)
point to the line of current channeling,consistentwith the
which,takingthe respectivesignsof XqandXrinto account,
traditionfor in-phaseParkinsonarrows, as expected.
TheZqI waveform
for areaI (beingofform+sin•ot)will defines0 over a rangeof 2•r; thoughif the respectivesignsof
givea positivevaluefor Xq.ThustheBqvaluefor areaI will Xe and Xr are ignored, 0 is definedonly over a range of •r.

e+i'øt,a phaseangle
bepositive,andanarrowformedwithcomponent
Bqto the Fromequation(2), for timedependence
east will point eastward: toward the line of channeling, • may be defined as

unreversed.

•b= arctan(½q/½r)

(11)

Case2: TimeDependencee+i•øt

where againtakingthe respectivesignsof ½qand ½rinto
With this time dependence
the ZrI valuefor •r is still account, •bis defined over a range of 2•r; otherwise over •r.

.to(10) and (11), the two phaseangles0 and •b
negative,
andtheZqI waveform
isnownegative
also.It thus Corresponding

followsthat bothBr andBq arrowsshouldbe reversedto
point toward the line of channeling.
Area

are not equal, but for the same function f•(t) they have a
relationshipwhich from (3) and (4) can be seen to be
O+ qb= 2n•r

H

Area II may be consideredsimilarly, and thus the summary of results in Table 1 compiled.

whenthe respectivesignsof X•, Xr, ½q,and½rare takeninto
account to determine the quadrant of an arc tangent, and

TABLE 1. Summaryof Resultsfor Areas I and II in Figure 1, ConcerningRules for Reversing(or
Not Reversing) Real and Quadrature Parkinson Arrows
Area

I and II

Signal
Waveform in Figure 2

Y
cos •ot

I

-cos

I

wt

sin wt

II

cos wt

II

-sin

wt

For e-ia•tanalysis
Sign of X component
Xr positive Xrnegative Xqpositive
Component and direction
Br west
Bq east
of computed B

Xrpositive Xqnegative
Br east
Bq west

Direction

of conductor

Action for arrow to point
towards

east

east

west

west

reverse

do not reverse*

reverse

do not reverse*

conductor

For e+ia•tanalysis
Sign of ½ component
4•rpositive 4•rnegative 4•enegative
Component and direction
Br west
Be west
of computed B
Direction

of conductor

Action for arrow to point
towards

½rpositive 4•qpositive
Br east
Bq east

east

east

west

west

reverse

reverse*

reverse

reverse*

conductor

*Cases where 'reversing' or 'not reversing' dependsupon time dependenceused.
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Example2: Implied TimeDependence
of e+iø•t

0

An equally common method of spectral analysis is to
computethe Fourier transform of the signalf(t) accordingto
some definition

such as

g(w)
=f-•oo
f(t)e-iø•t
dt
(13)
-47r -$7rK,-27r-7rkx0

(where because of the truncation of the basic signal the
integral will in fact be taken from t = t• to t - t• + T) and
then to define the phase • at frequency w as being given by

4•' •

• = arctan[gq(w)/gr(w)]

wheregr(oO)
and gq(w)are the real and quadraturecomponents of g(w), that is,

g(w) = gr(w) + igq(W)

-4•

Fig. 3. Relationships between the two phase angles 0 and 6
defined by equations (10) and (11). The solid lines are for 0 + 6 =
2n•, and the solid and dashedlines are for 0 + 6 = n•, where n = 0,
!l,!2,

The transform definition (13) implies the inversetransform

f(t)= •

!3,....

g(w)e
ia't
do

(14)

for which, at frequencyw, the real part of g(w)eiø•tis gr(w)
cos wt - gq(w)sin wt, of form cos(wt + •b)for •bas defined
above. The phaseangle •bis thus a 'phaselead' as shownin
Figure 4, and making •bmore positive shifts a waveform to

O + cb= nrr

whenonlytheresultantsignsof Xq/Xrand$q/$raretakeninto
account (where n = 0, ___
1, +2, +3, ß ß .). These relationships
are shown in Figure 3.
Because (10) and (11) and Figure 3 demonstrate that
quoted phase values are generally ambiguous unless the
basic time dependencewhich underlies them is specified, it
is relevant to examine two examples of how time series

analysisaccording
to eithere-iø•tor e+iø•tmaybe carriedout
for a time series f(t) which has been recorded from time t• to
time t• + T.

Example 1: Implied Time Dependence of e

an earlier

real time.

Discussion

Because an expansion in terms of Fourier coefficients(as
in example 1) is suitable for a periodic signal, whereas
expressionin terms of a Fourier transform (as in example 2)
is suitableonly for an aperiodic signal,in principle, the two
methods should be mutually exclusive. In practice, however, commonly either one or the other method may be used
becausegeophysicalsignalsare recordedfor finite lengthsof
time, and the significanceof any truncationthat a signalmay
have suffered is often a matter of individual physical interpretation.
As both methods may thus be applied to the same data, it

The signal is expanded as a Fourier series

f(t)=•2 +n•
=• an
cos
•r +bn
sin

(12)

is therefore appropriateto note with Everett and ttyndman
[1967], Schmucker [1970], and Lilley [1975] that for the
Fourier transform as defined in (13),

where an and bn, the Fourier cosine and sine coefficients,
respectively, are given by
f(t)

=

1fttl+T nrrt
r

an • •

dt

f(t) cos •

ß

n =0,

1,2,3,-.

wide

ß

• +•ot

1Itti+Tf(t)sin•nrrt

bn= •

dt

•

n=

1,2,3,...

T

f(t)

= cos(rot-O)

Consistent with the custom given above, the phase 0 of the
signal at frequency nrr/T is defined by
f(t)

0 = arctan (bn/an)

Expanding the expression cos (wt - O)as cos wt cos 0 + sin
wt sin 0 and comparing it with (12) above showsthat angle 0
thus specifiesthe 'phase lag' of a sinusoidalsignal

this
interval
is.,.•.,de• ?

_•

• +•ot

f(t) = cos (wt - O)

as shown in Figure 4. Note that making such a phase lag 0
more positive shifts the signal to a later real time.

Fig. 4.

Demonstration of the difference between 'lag' (0) and
'lead' (40 phasesdefined by equations(10) and (11).

LILLEY AND ARORA.'QUADRATUREPARKINSONARROWS

f(t) cos tot dt

(15)

dtl

gq(to)= --

f(t) sin totdt
Itl+T

(16)

dtl
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al. [ 1973] to isolate the effect associatedwith closely located
conductors in southern Africa: the Karroo sedimentary
basin and the deep conductivity body under the Cape fold
belt. Gothe et al. [1977] showed that while it might be
possible to calculate theoretically the arrows resulting from
the combined effects of two conductors, the inverse task of
decomposingobserved arrows into parts resulting from the

wherethe negativesign(whicharisesfrom the negative conductors
separately
is notpossible,
evenwerethe strikes

exponent
of e-i•øtin (13))maycause
confusion
if it is not •of thetwoconductors
known.Theexamples
quoted
above
guarded for, as it causes the quadrature part of the full
Fourier transform to be the negativeof a traditional Fourier
sine transform.
EXAMPLES OF PLOTTING

CONVENTIONS

IN SOME EARLIER WORK

illustrate that separation of combined conductors may be
possible, however, by examination of real and quadrature
Parkinson arrows, for those cases where one conductor has
a predominantly real or in-phase response and the other
conductor a predominantly quadrature response.
A further application of quadrature arrows was that of

Schmucker[1964, 1970] and Everett and Hyndman [1967] Alabi et al. [1975] in analyzingdata from an array study in
in definitive papers on the computationof transfer functions the North American central plains. Northern recording
(A and B) took Fourier transforms with the form of that in stationswere close to the auroral electrojet, and sourcefield
(13) above, thus implying a time dependencein the data of bias was considered to dominate real arrows computed,
e+i•øt.Then,asdiscussed
above,phasevaluescomputed
as directing them away from the flow paths of ionospheric
arc tangents of quadrature parts of transforms divided by current. Computed quadrature arrows, however, were much
real parts are phase leads.
less affected by source field bias and (reversed in this
Real arrows formed by plotting Ar north and Br east were particularcase)were usedto showthe presenceand position
reversed by Schmucker [1970] to conform to Parkinson's of a major electrical conductorrunning through the array
[1962] convention and so to point toward good conductors. area.
Schmucker's [1970] quadrature arrows, formed by plotting
A balancingcautionarynote shouldbe addedregardingthe
AqnorthandBqeast,werenotreversedandwereconsidered possible vulnerability of transfer function estimates to the
to point away from good conductors (consistent with Table effects of source field bias, even at mid-latitudes. Recent
1), so that substantialquadrature arrows opposed to real discussionsof this problem, and precautionsfor guarding
arrows were taken to suggestthat near-surfaceconductivity against it, are given by Anderson et al. [1978], Beamish
anomalies were involved.
[1979], and Cough and de Beer [1980].
Cochrane and Hyndman [1970, 1974] and Hyndman and
CONCLUSIONS
Cochrane [1971]formed real arrowsfrom the negativeof the
real transfer function components, and quadrature arrows
Consistentwith reversing an in-phase Parkinson arrow so
from the positiveof the quadraturetransferfunctioncompo- that it will point to a good electrical conductor, results for
nents. The 1971 and 1974 papers by these authors demon- quadrature Parkinson arrows should carry a clear statement
strate both conventionsfor quadrature arrows, as may be of the time dependenceupon which they are based.
seen by comparing the arrows for the common sites of the
For a timedependence
of e-i•øt(asimplied,for example,
two papers.
in a simple Fourier seriesexpansion)a quadratureParkinson
Cough et al. [1973], in presenting quadrature arrows for arrow unreversed points toward a simple near-surfacechanthe South African region, follow the convention of neling like that of Figure 1.
Schmucker[ 1970];for consistencybetweenreal and quadraFor a timedependence
of e+i•øt(asimplied,for example,
ture arrows, Cough et al. [1974] and Alabi et al. [1975] in a simpleFourier transformlike equation(12)) a quadrature
reverse quadrature arrows.
Parkinsonarrow shouldbe reversedto point toward a simple
near-surface channelinglike that of Figure 1.
EXAMPLES OF SIGNIFICANT APPLICATIONS
Similarly, phase values quoted may be ambiguousunless
OF QUADRATUREARROWS
the time dependence upon which they are based is stated.
A rapid spatial variation of real arrows coupled with Generally,phasesassociated
with e-i•øtwill be lags, and
pronouncedquadraturearrowswas interpretedby Cochrane phasesassociated
with e+i•øtwill be leads.
and Hyndman [1970] as suggestingsuperficialsedimentary
structures

to the east of their

station

at Grand

Forks

in
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